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DELUXE SEAT COVERS

#310-65C and #310-70D INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
GENERAL INFORMATION
It is highly recommended a professional upholsterer install these seat covers.
Installation should be done in a warm, dry location, above 70 degrees Fahrenheit. Allow the covers to sit in the sun or
under a light to become more pliable before installation.
The fit of your new seat covers will be determined by the condition of your foam. In some cases it will be necessary to
replace the foam. Replacement foam can be purchased from Specter Off-Road.
Remove the seats from the vehicle. Unbolt the backrests from the cushions and remove all brackets. Keep all the bolts,
screws and washers, missing hardware, brackets, etc. can be purchased from Specter Off-Road. See page 118 of the
SOR Catalog, online at www.sor.com/cat118.sor.

DRIVER & PASSENGER SEAT CUSHION INSTALLATION
STEP 1.

Remove the old covers.

STEP 2.

Center the new covers over the seat, fitting the legs around the cutouts and the tie strings under the legs.

STEP 3.

Pull the tie strings snug and tie into a knot.

STEP 4.

Reinstall the screws and washers through the vinyl into the original holes.

DRIVER & PASSENGER BACKREST INSTALLATION
STEP 1.

Remove the old covers.

STEP 2.

Center the new cover over the backrest and around the inside edges.

STEP 3.

Secure the vinyl in place by snugly fitting the seat cushion clips around the vinyl and INSIDE EDGES of
the backrest frame.

STEP 4.

Align the panel on the back, making sure the vinyl remains on the inside. Reinstall the screws 		
and washers into their original holes. DO NOT tighten completely at this time.

STEP 5.

Starting at the bottom, set the welt strip UNDER the panel, making sure only the large round 		
portion of the welt is showing. Tighten the screws as you go around. Trim off extra welt.

STEP 6.

Bolt the backrests and cushions together and reinstall in your vehicle.

The covers can be cleaned with any product that is compatible with vinyl.
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